As part of the Student Support and Success Initiative, Chancellor's Associates Scholarships are leveling the playing field for aspiring learners. In partnership with Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla, Chancellor’s Associates have generated over $7 million and now sustains more than 800 scholars. Stopping now is a nonstarter.

**CHANCELLOR’S ASSOCIATES**  
**BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS**

As part of the Student Support and Success Initiative, Chancellor’s Associates Scholarship are leveling the playing field for aspiring learners. In partnership with Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla, Chancellor’s Associates have generated over $7 million and now sustains more than 800 scholars. Stopping now is a nonstarter.

**2013**
Our inaugural cohort of 42 local, high-achieving students from low-income families receive the first Chancellor’s Associates Scholarships to attend UC San Diego debt-free.

**2015**
109 incoming scholars are awarded the Chancellor’s Associates Scholarship, doubling the number of scholarships awarded in just two years.

**2019**
291 scholarships are awarded to incoming scholars from across all of California, an unprecedented amount.

**OUT OF 803 SCHOLARS ON CAMPUS TODAY:**

- **1,100+** Total recipients, with 803 scholars on campus today!
- **43%** STEM Majors
- **43%** Social Sciences Majors
- **8%** Arts & Humanities Majors
- **117** Majors across all academic divisions

**$1M CHANCELLOR’S ASSOCIATES ENDOWMENT CHALLENGE**
**MAKING ACADEMIC DREAMS TAKE FLIGHT**

Sandy Timmons ’81 and Rick Sandstrom ’72, MS ’76, PhD ’79 find inspiration in the phrase “ability is random — access is not”. By providing a $1 million match, Sandy and Rick are giving endowment gifts 25% more impact by offering a 1-to-4 match basis for new endowment gifts. Your extraordinary generosity, allows ours scholars to live, learn and grow without limits.
Five years ago, I sold my television, car, bed, and nearly everything I owned to afford tuition at a 4-year college. But two years after enrolling, I dropped out due to financial hardships. It felt like my world came crashing down.

Almost immediately after dropping out, I enrolled in a local community college in San Diego. And that college opened up numerous doors for me, one which led to a full ride to UC San Diego thanks to the Chancellor’s Associates Scholarship. And last spring, I walked through that door by graduating with my Bachelor’s Degree in Political Science.

I’m extremely thankful for my second chance, but it’s no secret that thousands of hard-working students like me don’t get a second chance. More than often, they don’t even get the first chance. A lot of times, it’s due to circumstances out of their control such as what they look like, whom they love, or how much money their parents make. It’s why I not only worked my tail off every day in my classes but also why I’ll continue my education through law school. I want to gain the necessary skills to be able to make sure every student succeeds.

Thank you so much to everyone who has given to the Chancellor’s Associates Scholarship. I hope to return the favor one day to other students in the future just like me.

Best,
Jake Henry ’19
Chancellor’s Associates Scholar Alumnus